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Abstract—Shopping receipts are an important form of doc-
ument which is ubiquitous as a proof of transaction all over
the world. Despite recent advancements in the domain of
document analysis, analysis of documents with complex layouts
like receipts is still not a reality. In order to further investigate
the efficacy of state-of-the-art layout analysis systems in the
document processing community for the task of shopping
receipt analysis, we curated a custom shopping receipts dataset
comprising of 539 receipts collected from over 10 different
supermarkets in Germany named as ReceiptDB. The dataset
is densely labeled with the most important information which
includes information regarding the row, product name, price,
description, header, footer, logo, total price and total price text.
Furthermore, in order to establish a baseline, we employed
a state-of-the-art document analysis system powered by de-
formable FPN. It is evident from the obtained results that
solving the problem of shopping receipt analysis will require
significant efforts from the document analysis community in
combination with the advances in deep learning literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise in the use of technology, increasing em-
phasis is being laid on the digitization of old paper-based
documents [1], [2]. The advantages of this digitization are
threefold: (a) environmental friendly nature, (b) processing
convenience and (c) reliable storage. Different solutions have
been proposed in the past for the digitalization of these
documents [2]. These documents (both ancient and recent)
are comprised of literature, records, and other information
like maps [1], [2].

Receipts are most commonly used proof for transactions
all over the world. Managing these receipts manually is a
big hassle for consumers willing to administer their monthly
expenditures. Despite the advantages of this digitization,
only a limited number of companies provide digital receipts.
OCR systems have already achieved astonishing results for
clearly visible and known text fonts [3], [4]. However, they
still struggle in situations where the image quality is poor
or the text is barely visible [5].

The most common way to analyze the layout of docu-
ments is based on the textual content [3]. Humans on the
other hand, can directly analyze the layout without looking
at the textual content present in the image. Therefore, this

motivated us to answer an interesting question i.e. Can we
analyze the layout for shopping receipts by using state-of-
the-art layout analysis systems using only the raw image as
input without textual content? In order to answer this, two
main ingredients are required. The first ingredient is a large
dataset for training and testing such a system. The second
ingredient is the model itself.

We curated a custom receipt dataset comprising of data
from over 18 different super-stores in Germany for training
the receipt analysis system named as ReceiptDB. This
dataset contains a total of 539 shopping receipts. The dataset
demonstrates high-variability in layouts even for receipts
from the same store. Some sample receipts are visualized in
Fig. 1. To analyze the potential of layout analysis systems
for shopping receipt analysis, we leveraged state-of-the-art
deep learning based layout analysis system proposed by
Siddiqui et al. (2018) [6]. The model utilizes the potential of
deformable convolution operation to achieve state-of-the-art
results on the task of table recognition in document images.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
highlights the previous work done in the domain of auto-
matic analysis of shopping receipts. We then provide details
regarding the self-collected dataset (ReceiptDB) in Sec-
tion III. Section IV provides details regarding the presented
approach for semantic analysis of receipt. Section V presents
the obtained results along with a brief discussion. Finally,
concluding remarks are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Receipts analysis is a profoundly difficult problem as
compared to other related tasks including table detection
due to absence of any visual separators and poor receipt
quality [6], [7]. Using the detected regions to extract the
corresponding information adds yet another level of com-
plexity into the system.

Generalized receipt analysis system which is able to
generalize to arbitrary layouts is an audacious goal. Different
efforts have been made in this direction for automatic analy-
sis of user receipts due to its market potential. Altmeyer et al.
(2016) [8] presented a thorough overview of the complexity
of receipt analysis task along with the requirement for such a
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Figure 1: Sample receipts from different companies

system. With supporting studies, they concluded that Smart-
phone application is the ideal way to realize such a system.

Zhu et al. (2007) [9] presented a solution for digitization
of such receipts by using a combination of OCR, and Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRF) for recognition of elements
with high variance and regular expressions for recognition of
elements with low variance. The system makes high errors
for receipts not seen before. Receipts2Go [10] also used a
regular expression based approach for extraction of elements
with low variance along with usage of past OCR results
to further improve their system. Thorough evaluation of
their system is not presented raising a question towards its
generalization capabilities. Shen et al. (2012) [11] relied on
ontologies for extraction of entities from receipts using an
object-relationship model, capturing information about sets
of objects and their relationship sets. Their approach relied
on perfect results from the OCR system making it ineffective
in real-world conditions. Altmeyer et al. (2016) [8] presented
a crowd sourcing based solution for correction of OCR errors
utilizing game theory. The approach requires explicit human
input making it infeasible to adapt for users.

Some of the most popular applications on Google Play-
Store (Android) for receipt analysis are Smart Receipts1 and
Expensify2. Both apps provides the functionality for total
amount detection. However, no product level information is
extracted in both cases.

In all of these cases, the systems rely heavily on successful
extraction of the textual content in order to successfully
analyze the receipts. In contrast, we analyze the potential of
state-of-the-art deep learning based document layout anal-
ysis system to directly analyze the layout of the shopping
receipts similar to humans, based on just object locations,
without having access to the actual textual content present
in the shopping receipt.

1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=wb.receipts
2https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.me.mobiexpensifyg

III. RECEIPTDB
We present a new dataset which we call ReceiptDB. The

labeling of images was carried out by LabelImg software3.
Fig. 1 provides a few sample receipts from the dataset
along with the provided annotations. The annotations are
rich containing both the high level information like header,
footer, rows etc. as well as fine-grained details like product
name, price, description etc.

We selected a total of 9 classes which was abundantly
present in the dataset. These classes include header, footer,
logo, row (containing complete information regarding one
product), produce name, product price, product descrip-
tion, total price and total price text. Row highlights all
the information for one product, which can be considered
analogous to high-level information. Product name, price
and description on the other hand, provides the fine-grained
information for every product inside the row.

The complete dataset distribution is visualized in Fig. 2.
This includes distribution w.r.t. language, store and labels to
provide a very detailed overview of the dataset. The receipts
belong to more than 9 languages which are collected from
more than 18 different super-stores. This provides a hint
regarding the diversity of receipts present in ReceiptDB.
Most of the receipts were collected from Douglas. Since
the dataset was collected from different super-stores within
Germany, the most common language was undoubtedly
German. The distribution of the receipts according to the
store in train, validation and test are presented in Table I.
The segregation of languages into train, validation and test
set is presented in Table II. It can be seen from the tables
that the dataset is generated so as to maximize diversity.

IV. METHOD

We leverage the potential of state-of-the-art document lay-
out analysis system proposed by Siddiqui et al. (2018) [6].
The system is comprised of a Feature-Pyramid Network

3https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg
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Figure 2: Dataset Distribution

Table I: Dataset distribution by store

Store Name Train Validation Test Total
CHRIST 1 0 0 1
DEPOT 0 0 1 1
Douglas 213 46 47 306
EDEKA 16 3 4 23

FAN-SHOP 6 2 2 10
FAN-FRESSNAPF 0 0 9 9

Globus 0 0 1 1
INTERSPORT Voswinkel 0 0 5 5

JYSK 12 3 3 18
KARCHER 4 0 0 4

Kaufland 0 0 2 2
MEIN-LADEN 23 5 5 33

LiDL 18 4 4 26
LUDWIG BECK 0 0 2 2

Miscellaneous 0 0 7 7
MPREIS 0 0 3 3

NEFISCAL 30 6 6 42
Netto Marken-Discount 29 6 7 42

Thaliade 4 0 0 4
Total 356 75 108 539

Table II: Dataset distribution by language

Language Train Validation Test Total
Danish 12 3 3 18
Dutch 23 3 8 34

English 1 0 0 1
German 210 39 64 313
Italian 8 2 2 12

Multi-Lingual 44 15 14 73
Polish 1 2 0 3

Portuguese 7 2 4 13
Romanian 30 5 10 45
Spanish 20 4 3 27

Total 356 75 108 539

(FPN) [12] equipped with the capabilities of the deformable
convolution operation [13].

Convolution operation is at the core of state-of-the-art
image classification and object detection models [14], [12].
The reason for its success over MLP methods is its parameter
efficiency where a small filter is learned and reused at
all the different locations in the image. Along with being
parameter efficient, this also encourages the system to learn
generalizable features, thus reducing over-fitting. Despite
its success, the fixed receptive-field of the convolutional
layers is problematic in cases where objects of interest vary
significantly in terms of scale and pose.

In order to overcome this problem of fixed receptive field,
Dai et al. (2017) proposed the deformable convolutional
layers [13]. Deformable convolution operation generates
explicit offset which allows the network to adapt its receptive
field at every location in the image. These offsets are again
computed by another set of convolutional layers which
are also learned during backpropagation. This allows the
network to mould its receptive field in order to cover it
completely regardless of its scale and pose. The generated
offsets are fractional, therefore, implemented via bi-linear
interpolation [13].

Since offsets for the filter are generated at every location
in the image, this is a very memory intensive operation.
Therefore, only four layers at the top of the feature hierarchy
are modified to reduce the memory footprint. Alongside
these convolutional layers, the ROI-pooling layer is also
equipped with the ability to deform its receptive field.

A common approach to cater for the detection of objects
occurring at different scales is to do multi-scale detection.
This requires forward-propagating the image through the
network several times at different scales followed the aggre-
gation of the results. The Feature-Pyramid Network (FPN)
was proposed by Lin et al. (2017) [12], capable of directly
detecting multi-scale objects with only a single forward-
pass through the network by adding top-down pathways
performing inference at different resolutions and levels of
abstraction.

The deformable FPN [13] combines the capabilities of
both deformable convolution operation and FPN to obtain
the best of both worlds. The model achieved the best
performance on the task of table detection in document
images [6]. The deformable FPN uses a deformable ResNet-
101 base model (with 4 deformable layers) and deformable
position-sensitive ROI-pooling layer.

In order to reap the advantages of transfer learning, we
used the ImageNet pretrained ResNet-101. Training on such
a large dataset transforms the initial layers of the network
to generalized feature extractor, while the layers at the
end (mostly dense layers) are task specific. We reuse the
convolutional layers of the network. This significantly boosts



the rate of convergence, along with reduction in over-fitting
in many cases where the dataset in hand is small which was
the case for ReceiptDB.

V. RESULTS

The results on ReceiptDB are presented in Table III. We
report results from the deformable FPN. Alongside, we also
report results from deformable F-RCNN for comparison.
The results from deformable Faster R-CNN and deformable
R-FCN were very similar, therefore, we only report the
results from deformable F-RCNN. This is consistent with
the findings of Siddiqui et al. (2018) [6].

We report the commonly used object detection metrics
which includes precision, recall and F-Measure. In the doc-
ument analysis community, two alternate reporting schemes
are used for reporting the results. The first scheme first
computes the True Positives (TP), False Positives (FP) and
False Negatives (FN) over the entire test set and accumulates
them. With these accumulated TP, FP and FN numbers,
the final precision, recall and F-Measure are computed. The
second scheme follows per-document averaging, where the
precision, recall and F-Measure is computed for every doc-
ument based on the TP, FP and FN which is then averaged
over the complete test set. The first scheme is useful in
providing an overall picture of the system by taking every
TP, FP, and FN into account. The second scheme avoids
being biased towards any particular document containing a
particularly large number of objects. Therefore, both metrics
provides a different view of the system. For the sake of
brevity, we report the number from both these schemes
where the first scheme is highlighted as Accumulated Scores
in Table III while the second scheme is named as Per-
Document Average Scores.

It is evident from the results that the system was able
to correctly detected the header, footer and logo in most
of the receipts, pertaining to a high F-Measure (> 90%).
Information like row, total price and total price text which
was fairly consistent among the different receipts was also
correctly segmented in most of the cases, also resulting in
a reasonable F-Measure (> 80%). Fine-grained information
like item name, item price and item description was difficult
for the network to segment out, resulting in low F-Measure
(∼ 70%). It is interesting to note that the price is usually
the easiest information to segment out within a row, usu-
ally located on the right-side of the receipt with a fairly
consistent notation across the different stores. However, the
markings of the name and price were highly subjective
in some cases, requiring particular knowledge regarding
the product names. This resulted in significantly lower F-
Measures for the two fine-grained details. The per-document
average doesn’t provide a real picture in this case since the
system performed poorly on all the cases where there were
a large number of products, however, the number of receipts
containing a large number of products were themselves quite

rare. The F-Measure computed by accumulating scores for
item name and item description is very low (∼ 50%).

Some sample correct examples are visualized in Fig. 3. It
can be seen from the results that almost all of the perfectly
recognized images are from Douglas since Douglas was the
most common receipt in the dataset alongside the simple
layout. One fan-shop receipt was also perfectly recognized
as there was no product-level information available in the
receipt, making the recognition process easy.

Some incorrect examples are visualized in Fig. 4. In
cases where similar receipts were present in the dataset,
the system did a reasonable job in detecting the relevant
items (Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b). On the other hand, the system
demonstrated poor generalization capabilities on receipts
with a novel layout or with significant number of products
(Fig. 4c, Fig. 4d and Fig. 4e). This could be in part because
of the poor product level resolution upon resizing while
maintaining aspect ratio in order to avoid exhausting the
GPU memory.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper a presented a new problem of recognizing the
layout of the receipt without explicitly looking at the textual
content. In order to investigate the problem, a new dataset is
curated comprising of 539 receipts collected from more than
10 different super-stores in Germany encouraging diversity.
A state-of-the-art deep learning based layout analysis system
was utilized for the task (deformable FPN). The system
achieved high performance for segmentation of high-level
information like header, footer, and logo. However, struggled
significantly in segmenting-out the fine-grained information.
The obtained results advocate that the problem of receipt
layout analysis is still far from reality despite all the recent
advancements in the domain of deep learning and document
analysis. Significant efforts needs to be invested from the
document analysis community in order to solve the layout
analysis problem with such high diversity and complexity.
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